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History
You were originally from Tar Vangr, but
were exiled when your powers manifested.
Barbarians took you in, trained you as a
rotpriest (an apprentice druid) and have
sent you back to the city as a spy.
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Spell recovery: Use action
to heal damage equal to
healing rate and regain
one expended casting of
a spell you know.
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Immune to damage from
disease, charmed,
diseased conditions
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Iron Vulnerability: You are
impaired while in contact with
iron, and the touch of iron
dispels your stolen identity.
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Identify any animal/plant,
know if water/food is
safe to consume, predict
weather 24 hours in
advance.
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Sling (1d3), 20 stones
Whip (1d3), reach 2 yd
Bone dagger (1d3)

clothing (basic)
backpack
tinderbox

*Note that you cannot use
iron/steel equipment without
losing your Stolen Identity
and being impaired as long as
you are holding the item.

You have a flower that never withers.
A tiny wood box with no opening that makes a faint ticking noise.

Soft leather armor (Defense = AGI +1)
waterskin
1d3 torches
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Coin: Pouch (1d6 coppers)
Food: 1 week rations

PRIMAL p 136
*Beast Within (0th) 3/day
*Small Animal (1st) 2/day
*Dire Animal (2nd) 1/day
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Equipment

*Sense Magic 3/day (p55)

NATURE p 134
*Magic Acorns (0th) 3/day
*Ensnaring Vines (1st) 2/day

Move at full speed across Languages: You can speak and read Modern Calatite and speak Ruin
difficult natural terrain.
Speech.
Leave tracks across
natural terrain only when Religion: You worship Ruin herself, serving the High Circle of Druids.
you choose.

Weapons

You are a wielder of the
Worldfire, drawing power
from within to cast elemental
and warping spells.

CURSE p 122-3
*Pox (0th) 3/day
*Pain (1st) 2/day
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Steal Identity: You can
use an action to alter
your appearance to
match that of a target
living creature you can
see within short range.
(See p. 13)

Darkeyes: You can see into
areas obscured by shadows as
if those areas were lit.
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You can look like anyone you see.
You are in your early 40s and have a
lifespan somewhat shorter than humans.
You fell in love, and your lover is not
aware of your true identity as a rotpriest.
You take on other forms for profit,
usually to gain access to places normally
forbidden to you.
You speak in whispers by default.
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Novice

Martial: Slave
Academic: Occult
Academic: Nature
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Rotling

Description

Professions

Level

Ancestry

Name
Aesir the Changeling

